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Irvine, CaliforniaABSTRACT The light-induced isomerization of the retinal from 11-cis to all-trans triggers changes in the conformation of visual
rhodopsins that lead to the formation of the activated state, which is ready to interact with the G protein. To begin to understand
how changes in the structure and dynamics of the retinal are transmitted to the protein, we performed molecular dynamics
simulations of squid rhodopsin with 11-cis and all-trans retinal, and with two different force fields for describing the retinal mole-
cule. The results indicate that structural rearrangements in the binding pocket, albeit small, propagate toward the cytoplasmic
side of the protein, and affect the dynamics of internal water molecules. The sensitivity of the active-site interactions on the
retinal force-field parameters highlights the coupling between the retinal molecule and its immediate protein environment.INTRODUCTIONThe critical physiological functions of G protein-coupled
receptors (GPCRs) in cells (1,2) make them important
targets for the design of new drugs (3,4). Visual rhodopsin,
a member of family A of GPCRs, is an important model
system for understanding how GPCRs work. Crystal struc-
tures of bovine rhodopsin in the dark- (5–7) and light-
adapted states (8–10) provided valuable snapshots of the
receptor conformations along the activation path. GPCRs,
however, are known as highly dynamic, flexible proteins,
that can undergo complex conformational changes in
response to ligand binding (4). Rhodopsin transmits a stim-
ulus from its retinal binding pocket up to the cytoplasmic
side by a dynamic interplay of interactions involving the
retinal, internal water molecules, and the protein (6,11–14).
The structure and dynamics of the retinal, as pertains to its
coupling to the protein environment, is not clearly under-
stood.
Activation of rhodopsins is triggered by the light-induced
ultrafast isomerization of the retinal from the 11-cis to the
all-trans configuration (Fig. S1, A and B). The recent crystal
structure of squid rhodopsin in the dark state (15) revealed
structural features that provide clues on how squid
rhodopsin may mediate signal transduction. Unlike bovine
rhodopsin, which binds a Gt G protein (with the subsequent
activation of retinal phosphodiesterase), squid rhodopsin
couples to a Gq-type of G protein, leading to the activation
of phospholipase C (16,17). The binding of the bovine and
squid rhodopsin to different subtypes of G proteins could
be due to the different structural features of the cytoplasmic
regions of these two proteins: squid rhodopsin has a remark-
able extension of transmembrane helices 5 and 6 toward the
intracellular side, where the G protein binds (15). Other
important structural features that could contribute to a
different mechanism of signal transduction in squidSubmitted April 5, 2010, and accepted for publication June 29, 2010.
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rion complex (Fig. S2 A), and the presence of a contiguous
chain of hydrogen-bonded internal water molecules (IWM)
that connect the retinal binding pocket to the cytoplasmic
side (15). A role for the IWM in the propagation of confor-
mational change via rearrangements of hydrogen bond
(H-bond) networks (15) is supported by the observation
that the vibrational fingerprints of at least eight IWM change
upon activation of squid rhodopsin (18). From all-atom
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the squid
rhodopsin dark-state conformer in a hydrated lipid bilayer
at room temperature, we observed that the interactions of
the IWM resolved in the crystal structure are stable on the
~25-ns timescale (19).
The crystal structure of the batho state of bovine
rhodopsin solved at cryogenic temperatures (95 K) indicates
a distorted all-trans retinal geometry, and distinct but rather
small changes in the retinal binding pocket relative to the
dark state (8). The twisted all-trans geometry was stable
in optimizations with the approximate density-functional-
theory method of self-consistent charge-density functional
tight binding (SCC-DFTB) (20,21). A more significant
response of the protein to the change in retinal isomerization
could be hindered by the cryogenic temperature used to
solve the crystal structure. In MD simulations at room
temperature starting from 11-cis dark-adapted bovine
rhodopsin embedded in a hydrated lipid bilayer, conforma-
tional changes of the protein could be observed within 30 ns
after the geometry of the retinal was set to all-trans (22);
within ~1 ms of the retinal isomerization, a significant
increase in the hydration of the retinal binding site was
observed (23). Such a coupling between the structure and
dynamics of the retinal and of the protein environment is
not surprising, given the tight packing that characterizes
the retinal binding pocket in bovine and squid rhodopsin:
no fewer than 33 protein amino acids are within 6 A˚ of
the retinal in bovine and squid rhodopsin (Fig. S1, E and F).
This tight packing likely contributes to stabilizing the highlydoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.06.067
Dynamics in Squid Rhodopsin 2201twisted geometry of the 11-cis retinal in the dark state, and
to propagating the structural and dynamic changes from the
retinal to the protein upon photoisomerization.
MD simulations allow us to dissect the structural
elements that contribute to the coupling between retinal
and protein structure and dynamics. Here, we explore the
response of the protein to changes in retinal geometry by
modeling the all-trans retinal state of squid rhodopsin in
a hydrated polyunsaturated lipid bilayer. Similar to the
observations from MD simulations on bovine rhodopsin
(22–24), the results indicate a rapid response of water
molecules and of the protein to the change in retinal config-
uration. The dynamics of the protein and its response to
retinal configurational changes are sensitive to the force-
field parameters used to model the retinal. This observation
confirms the existence of a tight coupling among the retinal,
protein, and water molecules toward the onset of conforma-
tional changes upon activation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
MD simulations of squid rhodopsin embedded
in a hydrated bilayer of polyunsaturated lipid
molecules
For the starting coordinates of protein atomswe used chainB from the crystal
structure of squid rhodopsin in the dark state (15). The phospholipid mole-
cule found in the crystal structure was modeled as 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine; the palmitoyl tail bonded to C337 was also
included as palmitic acid. The side chains of amino acids A356, G357, and
E358, which are missing in chain B of the crystal structure (15), were taken
from chain A after root mean-square deviation (RMSD) fitting onto chain B.
All 29 water molecules present in the crystal structure of chain B were
included. The protein, crystallographic water molecules, and the 1-palmi-
toyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine lipidwere embedded in a bilayer
of 1-stearoyl-2-docosahexaenoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine lipids,
which provide a realistic representation of the phospholipids found in the
rod outer segments (25); the flexibility of polyunsaturated lipids of the rod
outer segments assists the conformational changes of rhodopsin upon activa-
tion (26). A total of 23,705 solvent water molecules were included, and two
chloride ions were added for electroneutrality.
The CHARMM22 (27) and CHARMM27 (28) force-field parameters
were used for the protein and lipids, respectively. Water molecules were
described by the TIP3P model (29). The force-field parameters used for
the retinal atoms are discussed below. The particle-mesh Ewald method
(30) was used to calculate the electrostatic interactions with a tolerance
of 106 for the direct part of the Ewald sum, a fourth-order interpolation
scheme, and a grid spacing of ~1.0 A˚ for each box side. A multiple-time-
step scheme was used to integrate the equations of motion with time steps
of 4 fs for electrostatic forces, 2 fs for short-range nonbonded interactions,
and 1 fs for bonded interactions. All bonds lengths involving hydrogen
atoms were constrained by using the SHAKE algorithm (31). A Langevin
thermostat was used to control the temperature at 300 K (32) and,
a Nose´-Hoover-Langevin piston (33,34) to control the pressure at 1 bar.
The simulation was performed with the NAMD 2.6 package (32).
In Jardo´n-Valadez et al. (19) we reported on the structure and dynamics
of the dark-state squid rhodopsin from a ~25-ns MD simulation using the
setup described here, using the parameters from Nina et al. (35) to describe
the retinal, and with weak harmonic constraints of 2 kcal/mol/A˚2 on the
retinal heavy atoms. Within 5 ns of MD, the protein structure equilibrated
to RMSD values of the Ca atoms of <2 A˚. The IWM indicated by the
crystal structure (15) remained close to their crystal structure locations,and formed with nearby amino acids a hydrogen-bonded (H-bond) network
that was stable during the ~20-ns production segment of the simulation. The
equilibrated system of squid rhodopsin in a hydrated polyunsaturated lipid
bilayer from our previous study (19) was used as the starting point for all
computations reported here.
Modeling of the all-trans retinal squid rhodopsin
conformer
The three-dimensional structure of the all-trans batho state of squid
rhodopsin is not known. To explore the changes in protein and IWM
dynamics induced by the 11-cis to all-trans retinal configurational change,
we modeled an all-trans squid rhodopsin conformer by using structural
information for the all-trans batho state of bovine rhodopsin (8). The
protocol used to derive the all-trans squid rhodopsin conformer is described
below.
In the first step, we overlapped the crystal structures of the dark-state
bovine (6) and squid rhodopsin (15). Retinal interactions in the binding
pocket of bovine and squid rhodopsin with conserved residues such as
W274, F209, F205, Y190, Y177, and G180, are similar in the two proteins
(Fig. S1, C and D). Because the bovine rhodopsin amino acids G89 and
E113 are replaced by N87 and Y111 in squid rhodopsin (15), the retinal
Schiff base interactions are different in these proteins. In bovine rhodopsin,
the Schiff base is part of an H-bond network involving T94, E113, and
a water molecule, whereas the retinal Schiff base of squid rhodopsin does
not interact with anionic residues (Fig. S2 A).
A comparison of the retinal binding pocket of bovine rhodopsin in the
11-cis dark state and all-trans batho state reveals very small differences
(Fig. S2 B; (6,8)). An overlap of the retinal molecule and side chain of
K296 from bovine rhodopsin batho-state onto the corresponding atoms of
squid rhodopsin dark-state gave an RMSD of 0.68 A˚ for the heavy atoms.
To model an all-trans state of squid rhodopsin, we replaced, with the coor-
dinates of the all-trans retinal from bovine rhodopsin (8), the coordinates of
the 11-cis retinal in the equilibrated structure of squid rhodopsin dark state
from Jardo´n-Valadez et al. (19). The closest interaction between the all-
trans retinal and the squid rhodopsin dark-state protein atoms was between
the retinal C20 methyl and the hydroxyl group of S187 (2.7 A˚).
In the next step, we optimized the geometry of the all-trans retinal in the
squid rhodopsin dark-state structure by using a combined quantummechan-
ical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) approach with SCC-DFTB (21) for
the QM region. SCC-DFTB provides a reasonable description of the geom-
etry of the retinal molecule and its interactions with the protein and nearby
water molecules (6,36–41). The retinal molecule and the side chain of
K305 were described with QM; a hydrogen link atom (42) was placed on
Cb ofK305. Protein atoms and internalwatermoleculeswithin 15 A˚ of Schiff
base nitrogen atom were allowed to move during the optimization, but the
remaining protein atoms and water molecules were kept fixed. The
optimization was performed in 20 steps with harmonic constraints
placed on the heavy atoms gradually released from 10.0 kcal/mol/A˚2 to
1.0 kcal/mol/A˚2 in steps of 1.0 kcal/mol/A˚2, and from 1.0 kcal/mol/A˚2 to
0.0 kcal/mol/A˚2 in steps of 0.1 kcal/mol/A˚2. The starting and optimized
geometries of the all-trans retinal in the squid rhodopsin binding pocket
are shown in Fig. S2 C. The distance between the C20 methyl and the S187
hydroxyl group increased upon geometry optimization by 0.57 A˚. Only
minor structural rearrangements are observed for the retinal binding pocket
groups (Fig. S2 D).Description of the retinal molecule
in MD simulations
Ideally, the conjugated polyene system of the retinal molecule would be
described with QM. QM methods are, however, impractical for molecular
dynamics simulations of retinal proteins in a hydrated lipid membrane
for timescales relevant to the issues addressed here. Several sets of retinal
force field parameter sets have been derived and used for classical MDBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2200–2207
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ture (35,44), hereafter denoted as RP1 and RP2, respectively, are distin-
guished by the QM methods used to derive the torsional properties of the
retinal chain, and by the partial charges of the retinal atoms. RP1 is based
on Hartree-Fock and MP2 computations and accounts for the Schiff
base-water interactions; RP2 is based on gas-phase B3LYP computations
(45–47). The torsional barriers are larger in RP2 than in RP1. For example,
the barrier for torsion around the C11¼C12 bond is 35.08 kcal/mol in RP2
as compared to 8.75 kcal/mol in RP1.
To assess the sensitivity of the simulation results to the force-field param-
eters for describing retinal in a protein environment, we performed four
independent sets of MD simulations of squid rhodopsin in the 11-cis and
all-trans states using RP1 and RP2 (Table 1). Two additional simulations,
corresponding to 11-cis and all-trans retinal geometries, were performed
using RP1 and weak harmonic constraints (2 kcal/mol A˚) on the retinal
heavy atoms. Each of the six molecular dynamics simulations was pro-
longed to ~30 ns (Table 1).
Trajectory analysis
To identify the structural elements of the protein that are most sensitive to
changes in retinal geometry, we calculated the RMSD for the protein back-
bone atoms separately for each of the transmembrane helices and the loops.
We monitored the time evolution of specific geometric parameters, such as
H-bonds, protein-retinal distances, and retinal dihedral angles. As the
H-bond criterion we used a cutoff distance of 3.5 A˚ between the H-bond
donor and acceptor atoms, and a direct angle of 40. Due to protein and
IWM dynamics, H-bond pathways connecting different amino acids of
the protein break and reform. To quantify the mobility of the IWM around
side-chain atoms, we calculated water survival time correlation functions, n
(t)/n(0), using a distance cutoff of 3.5 A˚ between water oxygen atoms and
protein donor/acceptor atoms (48). A blocking average method (49) was
used to calculate error bars on n(t)/n(0) over the last 18 ns of trajectory
for survival times (< 4.5 ns) along consecutive time origins (see Supporting
Material). Survival functions were fitted to stretched exponentials,
 exp
h
 ðt=tÞb
i
;
with t and b as adjustable parameters. For 0 < b < 1, residence times were
estimated as the average of t (50),
hti ¼ ðt=bÞGð1=bÞ;
where G is the Gamma-function, for amino acids D80, S84, S122, W274,
S307, and Y315. Residence time errors were calculated by error propaga-TABLE 1 Summary of simulations performed
Simulation
Retinal
geometry
Retinal
constraints*
Trajectory
Length / ns
RMSD /A˚
All-Ca
atoms
RMSD/A˚
Retinal
þ K305
RMSD/A˚
Protein
binding
pocket
Sim1y 11-cis On 33.9 1.43 0.79 0.90
Sim2y 11-cis — 32.2 2.86 1.34 1.04
Sim3z 11-cis — 31.0 1.62 1.55 1.27
Sim4y all-trans On 31.0 1.48 0.88 0.98
Sim5y all-trans — 32.3 1.66 2.78 1.30
Sim6z all-trans — 29.8 1.58 0.86 1.02
*Harmonic positional constraints of 2 kcal / mol A˚2 were applied to the
heavy atoms in Sim1 and Sim4. RMSD averages were calculated for the
last 10 ns in each run for all Ca atoms, retinal, and amino-acid heavy atoms
within 6 A˚ of retinal atoms (binding pocket). The initial protein configura-
tion was taken as the reference structure.
yRetinal parameters from Nina et al. (35) (RP1).
zRetinal torsional barriers from Tajkhorshid et al. (44) (RP2).
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volume maps for the average number density of IWM were calculated
over the last 15 ns of trajectory. Density values of 0.1 molecules/A˚3 were
traced over grid points in the interhelical space (0.2 A˚ apart) to construct
the isodensity surface, which depicts a three-dimensional histogram of
the IWM location. Molecular graphics, visual inspection of trajectories,
volume map calculations, and in-house analysis scripts were executed using
VMD 1.8.6 (51).RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of retinal parameters on the structure
and dynamics of 11-cis squid rhodopsin
As a first step toward exploring the coupling between retinal
and protein dynamics, we investigated the sensitivity of the
protein structure and dynamics to the description of the
retinal geometry and interactions. We prolonged Sim1 to
33.9 ns (Table 1), and performed two independent MD
simulations of 11-cis dark-adapted squid rhodopsin with
RP1 (Sim2) or RP2 (Sim3; Table 1) without positional
constraints. We then compared the geometry of the retinal
and its binding pocket at the end of Sim1–Sim3 with the
starting crystal structure coordinates (Fig. S1, D and F).
The protein structure remained close to the starting
crystal structure in Sim1–Sim3 (Fig. 1 A), and most
geometric details of the retinal binding pocket are compat-
ible with NMR observations (12). For example, NMR exper-
iments indicate that in the dark state of bovine rhodopsin
there are no cross-peaks between retinal atoms C5, C6, and
C7 and Cb atom of C167 (W166 in squid rhodopsin). In
Sim1–Sim3 we did not observe any contact between retinal
and W166 (Fig. 1 B). Close interactions were observed
between retinal and TM5 amino acids F205 and F209
(Fig. 1 A); this is compatible with NMR observations of
cross-peaks between F208 and F212 (corresponding to
squid rhodopsin F205 and F209, respectively) and retinal
atoms C16 and C17 in the dark state of bovine rhodopsin.
Squid rhodopsin TM5-G208 corresponds to bovine
rhodopsin H211. According to NMR data (12), H211 inter-
acts closely with the 11-cis retinal. Interactions between the
squid rhodopsin 11-cis retinal and G208 were observed in
Sim3, but not in Sim1 and Sim2 (Fig. 1 B). This discrepancy
between the computations on squid rhodopsin and bovine
rhodopsin could be due to differences in the interactions
involving His as compared to a Gly amino-acid residue.
Except for S275 in Sim1 and Sim3, and A281 in Sim3,
TM6 amino acids remained within the cutoff distance of
6 A˚ (Fig. 1 B). Additional TM3 contacts were observed
for F118 and S122 in Sim1 and Sim3, respectively, while
F113 in Sim3 moved away from retinal (Fig. 1 B). The inter-
actions between retinal and TM3 amino acids observed in
Sim1–Sim3 are compatible with NMR data on the dark-state
of bovine rhodopsin and indicate close interactions between
11-cis retinal and amino acids A117, T118, and E122 (12),
corresponding, respectively, to squid rhodopsin G115,
G116, and F120 (Fig. 1 B). The contacts between the
FIGURE 1 Retinal binding pocket in MD simulations of squid rhodopsin
in the dark state. (A) Overlap of the geometries at the end of Sim1 (cyan),
Sim2 (purple), and Sim3 (yellow) on the starting crystal structure (orange)
(15). For simplicity, only retinal and selected amino-acid side-chain atoms
are depicted explicitly. (B) Protein amino acids within 6 A˚ of retinal heavy
atoms. Retinal heavy atoms are shown as sticks and transparent surface
representation. Bold amino-acid labels represent contacts not present in
the crystal structure and found in Sim1 (cyan circle), Sim2 (purple circle),
and/or Sim3 (yellow circle); labels in italics represent contacts present in
the crystal structure and not found in Sim1 (cyan circle), Sim2 (purple
circle), and/or Sim3 (yellow circle). Retinal-protein interactions were iden-
tified from average positions over the last 10 ns of simulation. Protein
domains for helices TM1-7 and EL2 are indicated to identify amino-acid
positions in the protein structure.
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crystal structure are well preserved in Sim1–Sim3, including
Y190 in Sim 1 and Sim3, as a retinal neighbor (Fig. 1 B).
Approximately 80% of the retinal contacts observed in
the crystal structure of squid rhodopsin are preserved in
Sim1–Sim3 (comparison between Fig. S1 F and Fig. 1 B);
conserved amino acids in bovine and squid rhodopsin display
equivalent contacts, while differences arise in nonconserved
amino acids (Fig. S1, E and F, and Fig. 1 B).
Not surprisingly, given the use of weak harmonic
constraints on the retinal heavy atoms, the retinal geometryindicated by the crystal structure was best preserved in Sim1
(Fig. S3). The geometry of the retinal was also well
preserved in Sim2, in which most of the dihedral angles
remained close to the crystal structure values (Fig. 1 A
and Fig. S3). An exception are the twists around the single
bonds C12-C13 and C15-C14, which relaxed significantly
relative to the starting crystal structure, respectively, to
1195 15 and 445 21 (Fig. S3). In Sim3, retinal tends
to become more planar in the C6-C7-C8-C9-C10-C11 segment
(Fig. S1 A); the twists around the single C8-C9 deviate from
the crystal structure coordinates to 53 5 18 (Fig. S3).
The twist of the C6-C7 retinal bond defines the orientation
of the b-ionone ring relative to the polyene chain. Gas phase
QM calculations on the bovine retinal Schiff base show that
its stable geometry, in the absence of the protein environ-
ment, corresponds to the planar 6-s-trans conformation
(41). The energetically favored conformation, according to
SCC-DFTB calculations, has a C6-C7 twist angle of
166; two 6-s-cis conformations characterized by C6-C7
twist angles of 28.5 and 34.2 were found, with energies
of, respectively, 0.4 and 0.3 kcal/mol relative to 6-s-trans
(41). In classical MD simulations on dark-state bovine
rhodopsin using RP2 to describe the retinal, two different
6-s-cis conformers were sampled with twist angles of -60
and 70 (52). The twist of the C6-C7 retinal bond in squid
rhodopsin, sampled different values of 60.4 5 8.3 in
Sim1, and 8.9 5 6.5 in Sim3; in Sim2 we observed two
distinct 6-s-cis retinal conformers characterized by twists
around the C6-C7 bond of 62 5 10 and at 64 5 20,
respectively. The former conformer was predominant
(Fig. S5).
The overall deviations of the retinal binding pocket in
Sim1–Sim3 calculated relative to the crystal structure indi-
cate that the changes in retinal twists are accompanied by
changes in the geometry of nearby protein amino acids.
For the binding-site amino acids within 6 A˚ of retinal heavy
atoms (Fig. 1), the RMSD value of 1.77 A˚ in Sim3, is larger
than the values of 0.92 A˚ and 1.00 A˚ computed for Sim1 and
Sim2, respectively. The larger structural rearrangement of
binding pocket amino acids in Sim3 relative to Sim1 and
Sim2 is likely due to planarization of the retinal in the
C6–C11 segment (Fig. 1 A).All-trans retinal model
Changing the retinal configuration from 11-cis to all-trans
causes changes in the dynamics of protein amino acids
and water molecules. The differences in dynamics depend
on the parameters used to describe the retinal molecule
(Fig. 2).
The use of positional constraints in Sim4 maintained the
retinal close to the starting QM/MM-optimized all-trans
geometry (Fig. 2 A and Fig. S4). Similar to the observations
from Sim1–Sim3, the orientation of the b-ionone ring rela-
tive to the retinal polyene chain, and the dynamics of aminoBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2200–2207
FIGURE 2 Binding pocket of squid rhodopsin in the all-trans retinal state. (A) Configurations at the end of Sim4 (cyan circle), Sim5 (purple circle), and/or
Sim6 (yellow) compared with the starting QM/MM-optimized all-trans geometry. The largest deviation of the retinal conformation from the starting config-
uration was observed in Sim5, where the polyene chain and the b-ionone ring adjust their geometries after reorientation of the protonated Schiff base. (B)
Snapshots at 0, 10, 20, and 40 ps of Sim5, showing the rotation of the N-H bond (depicted as blue-white sticks) from TM2 toward EL2. The rotation switches
the H-bond acceptor from N87 to E180, which is the closest anionic residue to the protonated Schiff base. (Dashed lines) H-bond interactions. A rotation of
the Schiff base N-H bond base has been detected in the metarhodopsin I state of bovine rhodopsin (54). (C) Protein amino acids within 6 A˚ of retinal heavy
atoms in the all-transmodels. Retinal is shown as sticks and transparent surface representations. Amino-acid labels in bold indicate contacts not present in the
crystal structure and found in Sim4 (cyan circle), Sim5 (purple circle), and/or Sim6 (yellow circle); labels in italics represent contacts present in the squid
rhodopsin crystal structure (15) and not found in Sim1 (cyan circle), Sim2 (purple circle), and/or Sim3 (yellow circle). Retinal-protein interactions were
identified from averaged positions over the last 10 ns of simulation. Protein domains for helices TM1–7 and EL2 are shown to indicate amino-acid positions
in the protein structure.
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describe retinal interactions. In Sim4 and Sim5 we detected
two 6-s-cis conformers characterized by twists of C6-C7 of
49 5 8.0 and 51 5 8.7 in Sim4, and 48 5 10 and
58 5 17 in Sim5. The conformer with C6-C7 negative
twist was more predominant in Sim5 than in Sim4
(Fig. S5). Likewise, the absence of positional constraints
in Sim5 allows new interactions of the protonated Schiff
base (Fig. 2 C). As in the 11-cis dark-state (Fig. S2 A),
the QM/MM-optimized all-trans Schiff base interacts with
N87 (Fig. 2 B). Within 40 ps of Sim5, the Schiff base NH
bond reorients toward EL2, and H-bonds with E180; E180
also interacts with N185, C186, and S187 (Fig. 2 B). The
reorientation of the Schiff base NH bond was followed by
changes in the orientation of the C9-CH3 and C13-CH3
methyl groups relative to the membrane normal (Fig. S6).
After ~10 ns in Sim5, the angle between the C9-CH3 and
C13-CH3 bonds and the membrane normal increased,
respectively, from 41 and 55 in the starting QM/MM-opti-
mized geometry, to 110 5 6.2 and 130 5 19 (Fig. S6).
To characterize the conformational changes in the retinal
binding pocket in Sim4-Sim5, we calculated the RMSD
(relative to the QM/MM optimized geometry) of the retinal
and K305 heavy atoms, and separately, for amino acids
located within 6 A˚ of the retinal atoms (Table 1). The
RMSD values for the retinal and K305 atoms is very small
in Sim4 (0.88 A˚) and Sim6 (0.86 A˚; Table 1). The small
deviation of the retinal structure in Sim6 from the starting
QM/MM-optimized geometry is explained by the goodBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2200–2207agreement between the QM method used to derive RP2
(B3LYP;(44)) and the QM method used to describe retinal
in the QM/MM optimization (SCC-DFTB; (19,53,54)).
The largest deviations of the all-trans retinal geometry
relative to the starting QM/MM-optimized geometry was
observed in Sim5, in which the RMSD for retinal and
K305 converged to a value of ~2.8 A˚ (Table 1). For the
amino acids within 6 A˚ of the retinal heavy atoms, the
average RMSD values are small (<1.3 A˚; see Table 1) in
all three simulations (Sim4–Sim6). The retinal interactions
affected by the all-trans retinal geometry and parameter
sets were specific. For example, in Sim5, the major retinal
motion involved in the rotation of the NH bond of the Schiff
base (Fig. 2 B) allowed contacts between retinal and
TM7-M302 not found in the dark state runs (Fig. 1 B,
Fig. 2 C, and Fig. S1 F), and the disruption of interactions
between retinal with TM1-I123, EL2-Y177, and TM6-F270.
Contacts between retinal and residues TM1-F113,
TM4-W166 and -A167, and TM7-A304, were lost in
Sim4–Sim6 (Fig. 2 C). Regardless of the 11-cis or all-trans
retinal geometry, contacts with M92 at TM1 were consis-
tently found in Sim1–Sim6. In contrast, the interactions
between retinal and TM4-W166 or TM7-A304 were disrup-
ted in Sim4–Sim6 (Fig. 1 B and Fig. 2 C). The comparison
of contacts between retinal and protein residues, in the
11-cis versus all-trans geometries, suggest that specific
interactions are affected by changes in retinal’s geometry,
the parameters used to describe retinal, and interactions in
the protein environment.
TABLE 2 Residence times for IWM within 3.5 from H-bond donor/acceptor atoms of amino acids connecting W274 with Y315
Amino-acid
donor/acceptor
Sim1
hti/ps
Sim2
hti/ps
Sim3
hti/ps
Sim4
hti/ps
Sim5
hti/ps
Sim6
hti/ps
D80 (C¼O) 410.45 3.5 413.65 2.8 180.95 2.2 105.15 4.3 215.85 2.0 241.45 9.5
D80(C-O-) 650.15 3.5 204.65 0.8 1365 3.9 476.05 3.4 56.65 0.3 447.25 2.7
S84(OH) 74.85 2.3 35.65 2.9 40.55 2.1 95.55 0.6 76.65 0.7 31.35 1.1
S122(OH) * 23.85 0.4 54.65 0.4 20.55 1.0 13.45 0.7 175.45 0.8
W274(NH) 0.55 0.2 2.85 0.2 4.085 0.08 0.8 5 0.2 1.25 3.1 4.05 0.2
S307(OH) 57.95 1.5 19.75 0.3 28.05 0.6 9.9 5 0.4 38.65 0.2 96.75 0.2
Y315(OH) 235.65 9.6 760.45 2.0 413.65 2.8 * * 232.75 2.9
The average residence times were computed by fitting n(t)/n(0) (representing the probability of finding a molecule at H-bond distance at time t given that it
was found at time t ¼ 0) to a stretched exponential function (see Supporting Material for details).
*Data not adequately described by a stretched exponential.
FIGURE 3 Isodensity surfaces (in red) of the IWM in the interhelical
region. Density values of 0.1 molecules/A˚3 were traced over grid points
at 0.2 A˚ (see text). The calculations were performed using the last 15 ns
of each trajectory. Retinal heavy atoms and amino acids D80, S84, S122,
W274, and Y315 are depicted as licorice (with carbon atoms, cyan;
with nitrogen, light blue; with oxygen, red; and with hydrogen atoms,
light gray).
Dynamics in Squid Rhodopsin 2205Role of the internal water molecules
On the ~30-ns timescale of Sim4–Sim6 the number of IWM
remained similar to that in the dark state runs, Sim1–Sim3
(Fig. S7). To investigate the dynamics of the IWM in
more detail, we computed the water survival time correla-
tion functions, n(t)/n(0), for the last 18 ns of Sim1–Sim6,
for water molecules within 3.5 A˚ of H-bond donor/acceptor
atoms of amino acids D80, S84, S122, S307, W274, and
Y315 (Table 2; see section VII in the Supporting Material).
Regardless of the retinal geometry, IWM interacting with
W274 (Fig. S13 have residence times of approximately
picoseconds, whereas IWM close to S84, S122, and S307,
have residence times of tens of picoseconds (Table 2).
The D80 side chain, located between W274 and Y315, is
likely important for mediating H-bond paths between the
cytoplasmic side and the retinal binding pocket (see
Fig. S13 for examples of H-bond pathways); this side chain
remains well hydrated with IWM residence times at the
~100-ps timescale (Table 2). The relatively long residence
times of the IWM close to Y315 (Fig. S11; Table 2) suggest
that Y315 also contributes to maintaining the H-bond
pathways between the binding pocket and the cytoplasmic
side (19).
Comparison of the residence times of IWM close to D80
in Sim1–Sim6 (Table 2) suggest that water dynamics is
affected by the structure and dynamics of the retinal. In
the case of a 11-cis retinal geometry, the residence times
of IWM close to D80, S84, and S307, are longer when using
positional restraints (Sim 1) than without restraints on the
retinal atoms (Sim3 and Sim4), which hints at the influence
of the retinal dynamics on the IWM dynamics. For the all-
trans runs, comparing residence times of Sim 4 versus
Sim 5 or Sim 6 at D80, S84, S122, and S307, no particular
trend is observed; a different IWM dynamics can be related
to the retinal geometry that disrupts the protein environ-
ment. For instance, the retinal relocation toward TM5 in
Sim 5 (Fig. 2, A and B), where the largest RMSD value
for retinal and K305 was found (2.78 A˚; Table 1), is re-
flected in the lower residence times for D80, S84, S122,
and S122 in comparison to Sim 4, and for D80, and S307
in comparison to Sim 6 (Table 2).We further assessed the average dynamics of the IWM by
computing the water isodensity surfaces in the interhelical
region (Fig. 3). The average location of the IWM depends
somewhat on the geometry of retinal. In the all-trans
geometry, IWM can visit interhelical spaces (grid points
in which the density map is calculated) not available when
the protein environment hosts 11-cis retinal. Because anBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2200–2207
2206 Jardo´n-Valadez et al.average ~6 IWM were found in all runs (Fig. S7), the differ-
ence in the isodensity surfaces is due to higher mobility of
the IWM over the time interval during which the surfaces
were computed, rather than a decrease in the amount of
water.
The shortest H-bond path from the Y315 hydroxyl to the
indole nitrogen of W274 consists of 4–8 H-bond donor/
acceptor partners in the 11-cis simulations (Sim1–Sim3;
Fig. S12). The most probable H-bond path from Y315 to
W274 consisted of seven H-bond partners: D80, S307, and
the crystallographic water molecules wat1–wat5 (Fig. S12).
In the all-trans simulations (Sim4–Sim6), we find that
Y315 and W274 are connected by 5–9 H-bond partners
(Fig. S13). Compared to the 11-cis simulations, the increased
dynamics of the IWM in the all-trans retinal simulations
enhances the likelihood of forming H-bond connections.
Within 10 ns of Sim6, wat2, initially located in the interhel-
ical region, exchanged with a bulk water molecule from
the cytoplasmic side (bulk-water in Fig. S12); bulk-water
remained H-bonded to Y315.CONCLUSIONS
TheMD simulations of the 11-cis dark state squid rhodopsin
and all-transmodels indicate that the protein environment is
sensitive to the retinal geometry and to the interactions
among retinal, protein amino acids, and water molecules.
The simulations in which the geometry of the 11-cis retinal
is maintained close to the starting crystal structure coordi-
nates by using weak harmonic constraints on the retinal
heavy atoms preserves well the protein structure and the
location of water molecules indicated in the crystal structure
(17). In the absence of the harmonic constraints on the
retinal heavy atoms, and regardless of the parameter set
used to describe the retinal, changes in the twisting of the
C6-C7, C12-C13, and C14-C15 bonds lead to deviations
from the geometry of the 11-cis retinal indicated by the
crystal structure. We observed two different 6-s-cis confor-
mations of the b-ionone ring when using RP1 to describe
retinal; with RP2, the b-ionone ring became coplanar with
the polyene chain. With both RP1 and RP2, relative to the
11-cis state the all-trans models show subtle but significant
changes of the geometry and dynamics of specific protein
amino acids. The dependence on the parameters used to
describe the retinal on the geometry of the protein (Table 1)
and the dynamics of IWM (Table 2) underscores the strong
coupling between retinal and its protein and water environ-
ment, and points to the need for additional studies that
account for how the parameters used could influence the
results of retinal protein simulations.
Disruption of interactions between retinal and W166,
A167, and A304, and a distinct dynamics of IWM in the
all-trans model, are associated with stabilization of the
H-bonded path that connects the retinal binding pocket to
the cytoplasmic side. This enhanced connectivity couldBiophysical Journal 99(7) 2200–2207contribute to the relay of structural perturbation upon
retinal isomerization. The observations here that the
dynamics of IWM and the water-mediated interhelical H
bonds depend upon the structure and dynamics of the
retinal, support the initial proposal of a role of the IWM
in signal propagation by squid rhodopsin (15,18), and also
highlights the importance of accounting for IWM dynamics
in discussing mechanisms of GPCR activation.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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